Numerical investigation on the collapse of a bubble cluster near a solid wall.
This paper studies numerically the collapse of a cluster of cavitation bubbles (as a primitive model for a bubble cloud) near a solid wall. The homogeneous two-phase mixture model is used, with the liquid-vapor interface resolved by volume of fluid method. The liquid is treated as compressible, allowing the propagation of pressure waves at the speeds determined by a state equation. This cluster consists of 27 identical bubbles, evenly distributed in a cubic region, with various bubble-wall and bubble-bubble distances considered. Our simulations suggest that the bubble-wall distance plays a more significant role. The maximum impulsive pressure of 41MPa is achieved when the cluster is very close to the wall. The inward progress of collapse is observed by examining the evolutions of bubble shapes and flow fields, with two distinctly different sequences of collapse identified between the small and large bubble-wall distances. At a large bubble distance, the centermost bubble is the last to collapse, while at a small bubble distance, it is the central bubble nearest to the wall which collapses lastly. This difference can also explain the more intensive impulsive pressure for the smaller bubble-wall distances. The proposed numerical approach is of special interest because it can resolve the details of bubble-bubble and bubble-wall interactions, which are significant to the study of the collapse of a cavitation cloud, and its potential damage to hydraulic systems.